This paper presents the simultaneous tuning of power system stabilizers in a multi-machine power system. The problem of selecting the parameters of power system stabilizers in converted into an optimization problem that is solved by genetic algorithm using eigen value based objective function. The dynamic performance of the system has been investigated under small perturbation and large disturbance. The performance of genetic algorithm based PSS has been compared with the conventional power system stabilizer. The non-linear simulation results on 4 machine, 1 lbus system verifies the effectiveness of the proposed genetic algorithm based power system stabilizers.
Introduction
1. To present a systematic approach for the design of Power systems are complex nonlinear systems and often PSS for stability enhancement of multi-machine exhibit low frequency electromechanical oscillations due power system using GA. to insufficient damping caused by adverse operating 2.
To study the dynamic performance of the system conditions. Power system stabilizers (PSS) have been with GA based PSS and hence to compare with used widely for enhancing overall stability of the large the conventional PSS. power system [3] . The conventional fixed structure PSS 3. To investigate the effectiveness of the GPSS comprising a cascade connected lead-lag network with under the small and large perturbation for different rotor speed deviation as input has made great loading conditions. contribution in enhancing system stability. However, the performance of the CPSS becomes sub-optimal following 2. System Model variations in system parameters and loading conditions [2] . In recent years, adaptive self tuning, variable In this study a two area, four-machine -eleven-busstructure, artificial neural network based PSS, fuzzy logic system is considered. Each synchronous machine is based PSS have been proposed to provide optimum represented by non-linear sixth-order model as in the damping to the system oscillations under wide variations [3] . The nominal system parameters and data are in operating conditions and system parameters [6] [7] .
given in Appendix. All the four generators are provided with simple exciters and turbine governors.
Recently, genetic algorithms (GAs) have received much attention for global optimization problems. GAs is 3. Problem Formulation heuristic population-based search methods that incorporate random variation and selection. GAs are A. Power System Model iterative procedures that maintain population of candidate A power system can be modeled by a set of nonlinear solutions to optimize a fitness function. The advantage of differential equations expressed as the GA technique is that it is independent of the complexity of the performance index considered. The X = f (X,U) (1) application of GAs to tune the parameters of PSS have benrpre [112] In, vie of th abve th main* where X is the state vector and U is the input vector. The been reporteda[ 1-12. In view Of the above, the main thrust of the research work presented in this paper is to nonlinear model is described in Appendix. In this study, 
